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Solidstate physics is a branch ofcondensed matter physics, which studies

phases ofmatter with many strongly interacting components:for example
#ystals (orcrystalline solids). The precise nature ofthe periodicity in
a crystal affectsitselectrical, magnetic, optical andmechanical properties,
andan understanding ofthis relationship (between microscopic symmetry
andmacroscopic bulkpropertiesofa material) is often usedfor

engineering purposes.

The applications toengineering sometimes involve ploiting an existing
material foundin Nature, butincreasingly also signing materials with
desirable properties by understanding the link between the microscopic

symmetryandmacroscopic behaviour andengineering the former NJ.

Example 1The standard classification ofmaterials into conductors (low resistance)

insulators (highresistance) andsemi-conductors (intermediate
resistance). The resistance ofa semi-conductor can be designed
by introducing impurities ina process calleddoping; even a few

impurities (on the order of one in a million) can significantly
change the electrical properties.
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Here we see how

Crystalstructure structure of bullelectrical

(to beclear, not energy bands properties
aboutpointsymmetry)

Example2 (Twistedbilayer graphene) Graphene is a hexagonal latice
made ofCarbonators.In 2018 itwas discoveredthattwo

Coneatom) layers ofgraphene stackedwiththeir lattices offset

by 1.1 is a superconductor atup to1.7K, the so called"magicangle"
-

zero resistance Normally graphene is an insulator. This was a bigdeal.

The abstracts of[C], [Y] contain terms like

· At1.10 the electronic band structure ofTBC exhibits

flatbands near zero Fermi energy ... quantum
oscillations in the longitudinal resistance indicate
thepresence ofsmall Fermisurfaces near the correlated

insulating state

· One such feature is the ran Hove Singularity(AS) in
Moirebands... Generally speaking VHS withdivergent
densityofstates(POs) in ID systems are associated

withsaddle points ofenergy dispension in aspace.
When a VHS is close toFermi energy, the increased

DOS amplifies electron correlation, resulting in ...

superconductivity atlow

The aim ofthis talk andthe sequel are to explain these terms, and the analogy
between SLTandsolid statephysics.
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[Insert here 51ofSLT12]

The dispension relation isthefunction I ECRR) giving the energy ofa

particle (herean election) in terms ofitsmomentum. The density ofstates

we have explained.The energy isthe energy ofthe topmostfilledlevel
in the ground state. The Fermi-Diracdistribution [K,p. 137 give the probability
thatan orbital atenergy -will be occupiedinan ideal electrongas in

thermal equilibrium

1

f(t) =exp)(t-M)/ksT) +1

In thelimit-we have

1 G <M
f(t) -> S 0 ->M

Thatis, atzero temperature thestates belowon (the Fermienergy) are filled.
In momentum space thesestates[I ICE)M3 fill upa balls the
surface ofwhich iscalledthe Fermi surface. The linear response ofa crystal
toan electric, magnetic or thermalgradientis determinedby the "shape"of
the Fermisurface (topology and geometry) because currentsare due tochanges
in the occupancy ofstates near the Fermienergy.

Thatis, the Fermisurface is a setofthe energy functionE

↑Recall in SLT

x =mats V(t) =fi(u)< +3(w) due
Y y ↓

scaling exp a>0,a+1 DOS.

ofDOS
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Explaining semiconductors
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